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Abstract 

60 years have passed since the introduction of the first pallette reactive dyes on the 
market. Brilliant shades, excellent wet fastness and a relatively simple application – 
this is a list of benefits which reactive dyes provide – make them popular in common 
dyeing and printing of cotton as well as in current advanced technology – digital 
printing of textiles. Despite the above mentioned advantages, there are some 
limitations that must be reflected during application. The hydrolysis of dyestuff is 
one of them.  
It is true that deepness of shades is predetermined not only by the hydrolysis of 
reactive dyes in the dyeing process, but also by the saturation of the fibre with a dye. 
Reactive dyes are bound to the accessible OH groups of cellulose macromolecules 
only whose number is specific for every dyestuff in connection with molecular weight 
of the dyestuff. The dye is tied on the bonding place in the stoichiometric ratio 1:1. 
[1] A range of experiments for determination of saturation values in case of bath 
dyeing of cellulose by reactive dyes has been done at our department. [2] A novel 
method called “multiple sorption” was used for this determination. This method also 
shows that the quantity of hydrolysed (waste) dye can decrease when all the amount 
of dyestuff is divided into separate consecutive dyeing cycles.  
In case of Pad-Batch method, the problem of waste dye is more significant. 
Therefore, this work is aimed at Pad-Batch method. Accordingly with the experience 
with cyclic dyeing, the method of “multiple padding” is described. 
The experimental work is based on repetitive padding of material, all technological 
steps are preserved. It means that the material is padded by low concentrated bath, 
rolled, batched, washed and dried and after this is padded again. Amount of dye on 
substrate, amount of dye in waste water (washing water) was observed for detection 
of fixation level. Depth of shades was measured by remitometry and compared. 
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